
TRANSFORM EXPERTISE INTO INFLUENCE.

Do you want to be a thought leader? Sounds pretty cool, doesn’t it? It’s a buzz phrase used 

to describe a person who provides content that’s engaging, informative, solves problems and 

inspires action.

Now, don’t you want to be a thought leader in the promo product industry, inspiring 

distributors to take action and buy products from you? Fortunately, content marketing can help 

you get there in these 7 steps.

IDENTIFY YOUR AUDIENCE.

Who do you want to build trust with? Do you want to reach 

out to prospective customers, current clients or both? Or 

maybe you want to focus on an even more segmented group 

in our industry (like apparel buyers). 
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DEVELOP YOUR MESSAGE.

What do you want to communicate to your audience? What are your 

customers frustrated about? Can you share those and possibly help 

others in the same situation? What objections are you hearing? How 

can YOU help THEM sell more? Do you have tips for selling to certain 

markets or industries? You’ll be able to build out a content strategy for 

months by answering these questions.

LEARN WHAT YOUR AUDIENCE IS 
READING. 

Where does your audience look for information? Would your 

content fit best in Advantages®? Counselor®? Wearables®? 

ASICentral.com? Social media? 

CREATE YOUR CONTENT. 

Don’t worry if you’re not a “writer” – you don’t need 

to be.  You just need to know what to say and have 

someone help you take care of the rest.  But consider 

these questions: What is the most important thing for a 

distributor to see? What do you want them to take away 

from your content? What action do you want them to 

take? What type of solutions can you provide that the 

distributor will find valuable? 
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DISTRIBUTE CONTENT.

You content isn’t going to send itself to your top prospects 

and customers. At the same time, do you really have time 

to compile recipient lists? Probably not. Use distribution 

channels offered by those who create your content – in the 

case of ASI®, we use print, online, emails and social media. 

MAXIMIZE YOUR PUBLISHED 
CONTENT.

Make your content last. You’ve put the time (and money) into creating 

a long-term branded asset – use it in your own marketing and sales 

efforts and client-facing initiatives:

Amidst all the marketing clutter, you can provide valuable content and 

appear as more of a partner and less of a salesperson. 
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Include a link to it in 

your email signature

Post on social media

Send it to leads, 

clients and partners

Integrate it into your 

newsletters

Make it available in your 

trade show booth



LIVE OUT YOUR THOUGHT 
LEADERSHIP.

Thought leadership is a lifestyle. You have to live it. You have to be 

consistent. To cement yourself as a trusted resource and leader in your 

industry, make sure everything you do reflects that.  Don’t miss out on 

the opportunities to grow your industry knowledge, communicate with 

distributors regularly and build thought leadership that will lead to 

long-term customer loyalty.
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Talk to ASI Creative Labs about establishing your company as a thought leader in the promo 

products industry by creating knowledge through content. We will get your brand and your 

expertise in front of 40,000+ influential distributors and work with you to form a consistent content 

strategy that positions you as a trusted industry voice. 

VISIT ASICREATIVELABS.COM TO LEARN MORE OR TALK TO YOUR 
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE TODAY.
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ABOUT CREATIVE LABS
 

Creative Labs specializes in creating engaging content that positions brands and key 

employees as influencers in their industries.  We focus on getting the right message in 

front of the right audience at the right time – in all the places they consume content.  This 

content establishes your brand as experts, whether in a specific product category niche or 

within the industry in general, helping you influence tens of thousands of distributors and 

their millions of customers. 
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